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From SIBs to SILs

 Social Innovation Labs (SILs) = policymaking process popular since financial crisis 

 Coincides with spread of Social Impact Bonds (SIBs) 
• Private investors fund social services, receive return if social value produced

• From outputs to outcomes 

• Find out ‘what works’, hence SILs

 What could be potentially progressive about SIBs?
• Focus on social policy problems, involve non-profits and citizens, achieve positive social outcomes

• Profit motive perverts

• Do SILs offer potential if profit motive not present?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SILs = New policy-making process that has spread rapidly across countries since the 2008 financial crisis Coincides with growing interest and experimentation with SIBs, a trend that we have been tracking for some timeTool that allows private investors to fund non-profit social service interventions with the promise of receiving a return from a government partner should the service achieve pre-defined outcome measures (social value)Turn to SIBs illustrates the desire among governments to shift from funding services to funding outcomes. This requires finding out ‘what works’. This led to an interest in examining SILs as they represent the policy design processes on which SIBs are based. Often been asked whether SIBs present any redeeming progressive featuresOur answer: we applaud the focus on tackling difficult social policy problems, involving non-profit organizations and citizens in policy design, and the emphasis on achieving positive social outcomes. Remain concerned however that the profit-making motive underlying the SIB instrument perverts these potential opportunitiesIf profit motive not present with SILs, are there progressive potentials? 



What are SILs

 Purpose to find innovative solutions to complex social problems 
 Done through ‘systems change’ 
 4 core elements: 

1. Diverse stakeholders (public, private, non-profit, citizens)

2. Physical space

3. Systems design

4. Idea change

 Internally operated by larger organization or stand-alone entity offering service for 
free or for a fee  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Newfound obsession with finding the solution to complex social problems through ‘systems change’Honed on the policymaking process. 4 elements: 1) A diverse engagement of all stakeholders who share an interest in the problem, including the public, private and non-profit sectors, as well as citizens (pluralist element); 2) A physical space that separates these stakeholders from their usual environment (lab, scientization); 3) Facilitation and design processes that provide direction on how solution-finding will be undertaken (design thinking); 4) A requirement that all participants “let go of their preconceived ideas about the problems that exist and the best solution(s) to them” (apolitical, value-free)SILs may be internally operated by a larger public, private, or nonprofit organization or may be a stand-alone entity that offers its services to these organizations at no cost, or for a fee. 



Why do SILs Merit Critical Analysis?

 Limited scholarly analysis of SILs

 Contradiction between austerity and inclusive policymaking drivers 

 Austerity inspired neoliberal policy process OR democratic 
policymaking intervention? 

Map SIL development in Canada to establish trends, identify 
conceptual approaches, highlight contradictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To date, limited scholarly analysis on the emergence and practice of SILs, especially from a critical perspectiveSome links to austerity and retreat of state in realm of social service but very cursory analysis; yet also a lot of hope and expectation around inclusive policymaking This contradiction that interests us. How might SILs act as an austerity inspired neoliberal policy processes or a democratic policymaking intervention? How do we know? What do we need to look for?Preliminary stages here: Map SIL development in Canada via internet search and literature review to establish key trendsIdentify different conceptual approaches to understand their emergenceHighlight potential contradictions that merit further empirical analysis 



Findings

 Trend to SILs across Canada
• 4 private sector labs 

• 8 government labs (provincial, federal, and municipal)

• 19 university labs 

• 28 labs in the non-profit sector 

 Exist across policy areas and ‘social’ defined broadly 
 5 labs offer impact investment 
 Dual trend to entrepreneurialism and community development  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the mapping, we have found a clear trend to SILs across Canada, with labs operating in the public, private and non-profit sectors.4 private8 government (all levels)19 university28 in non-profit sector (hybrids here)Exist across policy areas with ‘social’ defined broadly as social-purpose – expanding space of social policy as well as social actors beyond traditional public understandings perhaps (community development, health, environment)Only five of the SILs offer social impact funding to implement and evaluate solutions. Dual trends to entrepreneurialism (especially in university labs to develop social ventures and enterprises for students) and community development that tackles highly local problems



Analysis: SILs as Neoliberal Process?

 Innovation to NPM in a context of austerity 
 Idea that state can’t afford social programs, government’s risk averse 
New social service markets and entrepreneurial problem solving

• Social problems commodified
• Governments contract with players who can prove to solve problems 
• SILs the mechanisms by which solutions sought

 Risks depoliticizing social problems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SILs can be understood through a lens of neoliberalism as an innovation to New Public Management in a context of austerity Over the last three decades, NPM has shrunk the role of the state in collective service provision, limited its policy capacity and marketized service delivery by public, private, and non-profit actors. These trends have been extended more deeply into the social sector with the latest round of austerity. A major factor here is the belief that the state is no longer able to afford expensive social programs due to limited revenue capture. Best we can do is small local programs. Also, there is the anti-statist notion that government is inherently risk intolerant and thus incapable of addressing major policy problems. These factors are said to have placed complex social issues beyond the sole capacities of the state to solve, and has made room for the creation of a social service market. Definite emphasis on private sector led entrepreneurial problem solving with SILs. In some cases, do see a commodification of social problems where governments contract with market players who can produce social value for money. These new market actors must prove that they can solve complex social problems and SILs are the mechanisms by which these solutions are sought. Risk of depoliticization of social problems here  that merit empirical analysisHow are problems framed? Systemic or behavioural? How does this affect solution chosen? (nudging individuals or investing in cooperatives, housing, etc)Where do citizens fit in this form of problem solving? 



Analysis: SILs as Democratic Intervention?

 Evolution in rational policymaking that addresses critiques relating to democracy and 
wicked policy problem solving 

 Impasse not the policy problem itself but government processes 

 Emphasis on non-profit service delivery in local places but really getting at wicked roots?

 Fast testing to provide outcomes may challenge complex systems thinking

 What about power? 
• Who defines problems?

• What causal stories presented?

• What counts as proof? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SILs represent a reorientation of rationalist policymaking which is in its essence about finding objective, technical and scientific solutions to policy problems that can be generalized across contexts. Project critiqued for being undemocratic because public bureaucrats, understood as neutral technocrats, were the only actors to possess the scientific skills to find solutions to policy problems.The project was increasingly seen as unable to solve wicked policy problems (term coined by Rittel and Webber) that had no one clear cause  While Rittel and Webber considered this search impossible because of value conflicts in defining wicked policy problems, SILs refute this claim. For SILs, the problem is not the policy itself but government processes that are too centralized, not open to learning from citizens/non-profits/private sector, risk averseEmphasis on the importance of the non-profit sector and locally centered initiatives for the future of social welfare. Some of these are grassroots initiatives led by citizens seeking to solve highly localized problems in their communities. There is an obvious disconnect between the localization and fragmentation of SIL projects and the emphasis on addressing the complex roots of problems that are interscalar in nature. Not clear what government’s role is in these projects. Some emphasize reducing and some improving. Approaches that emphasize fast testing to prove outcomes quickly continue to embody rationalist perspectives that may challenge engaging in complex thinking on wicked policy problems. This is more likely the case if non-profits are contracted by governments to deliver social value for money.Question is whether SILs address issues of values and power that lie at the root of wicked social policy problems. Who is and is not dominant in SIL problem framing and what sorts of causal stories are presented as this informs the policy solution chosen?What counts as proof that the policy problem has been solved? Where do citizens fit crucial. 



Moving Forward

 Reoriented welfare state where problems commodified as market 
opportunities 
Quick and easy testable solutions > systems thinking
 Potential openings for democratic policymaking and systemic 

problem solving 
 Assemblage of contradictory rationales and interests of players with 

power differentials 
 Empirical research needed  
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Presentation Notes
SILs may illustrate a reoriented welfare state where problems are commodified as new market opportunities. This, in turn, may be driving problem-solving away from addressing systemic conditions and towards quick and easy testable solutions that remain small in scaleAt the same time, this may create opportunities for democratic public policymaking that incorporates non-profit and citizen voices, who may push governments to address more systemic issues. SILs represent an assemblage of contradictory rationales and interests of different players who have different levels of social, economic and political power. With the continued commitment and investment in SILs in Canada, further empirical research is needed to decipher how these conflicts play out in practice.



Join the Conversation

Learn about our project and see more of our research and media:

http://altausterity.mcmaster.ca/

https://twitter.com/altausterity

#altausterity

https://twitter.com/altausterity
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